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1 Introduction

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a set of data analysis techniques for analysis of proximity
data. Both narrow and broad definitions of MDS exist. Because of space limitation, we
take a narrow view of MDS in this paper. According to this view, MDS is a collection of
techniques that represent proximity data by spatial distance models. The space is usually
Euclidean, although other forms of distance functions (e.g., the city-block distance model)
have also been considered in the literature. Again due to space limitation, we focus on the
Euclidean case in this paper. See Arabie (1991), and Hubert, Arabie, and Hesson-Mcinnis
(1992) for applications of the city-block distance model.

MDS represents a set of stimuli as points in a multidimensional space in such a way
that those points corresponding to similar stimuli are located close together, while those
corresponding to dissimilar stimuli are located far apart. To illustrate, many road maps
have a matrix of inter-city distances. Put simply, MDS recovers a map based on the set of
inter-city distances. Given a map it is relatively straightforward to measure the Euclidean
distance between the cities. However, the reverse operation, that of recovering a map from
inter-city distances (or finding relative locations of the cities so that their mutual distances
best agree with a given set of distances) is not as easy. MDS, roughly speaking, is a method
to perform this reverse operation.

To illustrate further, let us look at Table 1. This is a matrix of airplane distances
between 10 US cities (Kruskal and Wish, 1978). Given a matrix of this sort it would be
difficult to find geographic locations of the 10 cities. The story may be totally different, if
the cities are identified as in Table 1. Most of us know that the 10 cities should be located
as in Figure 1. This is because we already have a fairly good internalized map of North
America. It would still be very difficult, if not impossible, for those who are unfamiliar with
the geography of North America to construct a map like this based exclusively on the set
of inter-city distances. The role of MDS is to construct a map like the one in Figure 1 from
a table like Table 1 for those who do not know the “geography” in certain areas. Figure 1
was in fact derived from Table 1 by MDS. In the remaining portions of this paper I would
like to elaborate this role of MDS. This will primarily be done by showing various examples
of application of MDS.

*** Insert Table 1 and Figure 1 about here ***

This paper consists of three major sections. In the next section (Section 2) we give exam-
ples of MDS by the simple Euclidean distance model. In Section 3 we discuss applications of
MDS by the weighted Euclidean distance model to capture certain individual differences in
proximity judgments. In Section 4 we illustrate applications of unfolding analysis, a special
kind of MDS to represent individual differences in preference judgments. Throughout this
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paper, we keep the amount of technical information minimal. Readers who are interested in
a more comprehensive account of MDS are referred to the textbooks listed in the conclusion
section of this paper.

2 MDS with the Simple Euclidean Model

In this section, we present some results from MDS with the simple Euclidean model. Simple
MDS is typically applied to a single (dis)similarity matrix. We first present a series of
examples of application, followed by a brief account of simple MDS. Most of the results in
this section were derived by least squares (LS) MDS. In the final subsection, however, we
discuss maximum likelihood (ML) MDS, and illustrate what it can do in the analysis of
proximity data.

2.1 Examples of application of simple MDS

Example 1: Confusion among Morse Code signals. Although the example in the
previous section involved stimuli (cities) which had an intrinsic geometrical structure, this
is not the case in most applications of MDS. Let us first look at Figure 2. This is called
confusion matrix (Rothkopf, 1957). Stimuli are 36 Morse Code signals. Two signals were
presented in each trial, and subjects were asked to judge whether the two stimuli presented
were the “same” or “different”. (This is called same-different judgment.) The relative
frequencies with which row stimuli were judged the “same” as column stimuli were entered in
this table. For example, when the signal indicating letter A was followed by the same signal,
92% of the subjects correctly responded that they were the same. When it was followed by
the signal indicating letter K, 22% incorrectly responded that they were identical, and so
on. This is an overwhelming array of numbers (36 by 36), and it is almost impossible to
find any structure underlying the confusion process by merely inspecting a table like this.
MDS is helpful in finding some meaningful structure in the data.

*** Insert Figures 2 and 3 about here ***

Figure 3 presents the result of MDS of these data (Shepard, 1963). MDS locates the
stimulus points in such a way that more confusable (or more similar) stimuli are close
together, while less confusable stimuli are far apart. By looking at the figure, it is readily
apparent that:

1. A process mediating the confusions between the signals is roughly two dimensional.

2. One is the total number of components in a signal (i.e., the number of dots plus the
number of dashes), and the other is the ratio of the number of dots to the number of
dashes in a signal (that is, which type of components is more predominant).
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Signals having more components tend to be located toward the top of the figure. Signals with
the same number of components are more confusable than those having different numbers
of components. Within the same number of components, symbols on the right have more
dashes and fewer dots than those on the left. Signals with the same number of dots and the
same number of dashes are relatively more confusable, particularly when they are mirror
images of one another. Two signals are said to be mirror images when they have exactly
the same number of components of each kind, and the components are arranged in exactly
reverse orders. In the figure, stimuli that are mirror images of each other are connected by
line segments. The configuration is more crowded toward the top. This is because a more
variety of signals can be formed with more components. A more variety of signals in turn
lead to more confusions.

The role of MDS in this example is rather clear. MDS extracts useful information from
an overwhelming array of proximity data in a way easily assimilable to human eyes. This
example is perhaps the single most famous example in MDS, and readers may have seen
it elsewhere. Buja and his collaborators (Buja and Swayne, 2002; Buja, Swayne, Littman,
Dean, and Hoffman, 2001) present further analyses of this data set by XGvis, a very flexible
computer program for simple MDS with interactive visualization features.

Example 2: Japanese Kana characters. Figure 4 displays an MDS configuration of
46 Japanese Kana characters (phonetic symbols). Twenty students at the University of
Hawaii who did not know Japanese at all were asked to classify these symbols into as many
groups as they liked in terms of their similarities in shape (Dunn-Rankin and Leton, 1975).
The frequencies with which two symbols were classified into the same groups were used as
similarity measures between the symbols for MDS analysis.

*** Insert Figure 4 about here ***

Unlike the previous example, this configuration does not seem to permit a straightfor-
ward dimensional interpretation, though perhaps the horizontal direction roughly represents
the complexity in shape. More complicated symbols tend to be located toward the left hand
side of the configuration. The vertical axis is difficult to interpret, however. A cluster anal-
ysis, which groups similar stimuli together, was applied to the same set of data, and the
groupings of the stimuli obtained by the cluster analysis were superposed on the stimu-
lus configuration derived by MDS. Circular contours enclosing subsets of stimulus points
indicate the groupings. Apparently another kind of interpretation (called configural inter-
pretation) is possible of the derived stimulus configuration. (In a dimensional interpretation
we seek for meaningful directions in the space, whereas in a configural or neighborhood in-
terpretation we look for meaningful regions in the space). Our interpretation of the six
clusters obtained by the cluster analysis are as follows: 1. an angular form, 2. a curved fea-
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ture, 3. discrete components, 4. a zigzag feature, 5. a round feature, and 6. crossed features.
Of the six clusters, the sixth one is the biggest that includes three sub-clusters labelled (6),
(7) and (8). Note that at the left end of this cluster, characters having a “double cross” are
located. The organizing principle underlying perceived similarities between these symbols
seems to be the “distinctive features” that subsets of symbols share in common, and that
symbols in other clusters do not.

Example 3: Have words. In what is called stimulus sorting method, subjects are asked to
sort a set of stimuli according to the similarity among them. Typically, a group of subjects
are given a deck of cards on which stimuli are printed, and are asked to sort the cards into
as many piles as they want, so that the stimuli within the same piles are more similar to
each other than those grouped into distinct piles. Because of its simplicity, it is a very
popular data collection method for similarity data among social scientists. The previous
example (Example 2) used the sorting method. We give another example.

Stimuli were 29 Have words used originally by Rapoport and Fillenbaum (1972): 1. ac-
cept, 2. beg, 3. belong, 4. borrow, 5. bring, 6. buy, 7. earn, 8. find, 9. gain, 10. get, 11. get
rid of, 12. give, 13. have, 14. hold, 15. keep, 16. lack, 17. lend, 18. lose, 19. need, 20. offer,
21. own, 22. receive, 23. return, 24. save, 25. sell, 26. steal, 27. take, 28. use, and 29. want.
Ten university students were asked to classify them in terms of their similarity in meaning.
A somewhat specialized MDS method (Takane, 1980) was applied to these data to derive
the stimulus configuration displayed in Figure 5. (This specialized MDS is analytically
similar to dual scaling (Nishisato, 1980) and multiple correspondence analysis (Greenacre,
1984). See Takane (1980) for more details.)

*** Insert Figure 5 about here ***

This configuration permits a straightforward dimensional interpretation. The horizontal
direction contrasts two possible future states, either possession or nonpossession, following
the current state of possession. Words such as 13. have, 21. own, and 3. belong are located
on the left side, while 12. give, 25. sell, 18. lose, etc. are placed on the opposite side. Thus,
the horizontal direction contrasts a stable state of possession (left) with the state of losing
possession (right). Similarly, the vertical direction distinguishes two states of current non-
possession, a stable state of nonpossession at the top and an unstable state of nonpossession
at the bottom. It seems that the vertical direction represents subtle gradients of sureness
of change in the current state. Words such as 16. lack, 19. need, and 29. want are located
at the top, which indicate little prospect of change, while 22. receive, 10. get, 8. find, etc.
are located at the bottom, which indicate that the change is most probable. Interestingly,
2. beg is located at about the middle, which indicates that some action has been taken to
change the state, but the prospect of change is uncertain. Four circular contours in the
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figure show the four sorting clusters elicited by one of the subjects. The stars indicate the
centroids of the four clusters. This subject is most likely to have sorted the stimuli into the
four groups by following the dimensional structure described above.

Example 4: Color space for the pigeon. MDS is not restricted to human subjects.
The next example shows an instance of MDS with infra-human subjects (Schneider, 1972).
Six pigeons were trained to discriminate between colors varying primarily in hue. A pair of
colors were presented as two halves of a circle in each trial, and the pigeons were trained to
peck the left lever when the two colors were identical, and peck the right lever when they
are different. This is a kind of same-different judgment similar to the one used in the Morse
Code confusion data. The correct discrimination probabilities between distinct colors were
used as dissimilarity measures for MDS analysis. Two experiments were conducted with
varying numbers of stimuli (12 in Experiment I, and 15 in Experiment II).

*** Insert Figures 6 and 7 about here ***

Figure 6 displays the derived stimulus configuration. In this figure, the results of the two
experiments were superposed; the stimuli used in Experiment I are indicated by squares,
and those in Experiment II by circular dots. Colors are labelled by their wave lengths. A
familiar color wheel is observed in pigeon’s color space. Starting from purple (associated
with the shortest wave length) at the left bottom corner, the configuration goes clockwise
through blue, green, and yellow to red (associated with the longest wave length) in a circular
manner. For comparison, a color wheel typically found with human subjects is presented
in Figure 7 (Ekman, 1954; Shepard, 1964). The two configurations are strikingly similar
to each other. This means that pigeons have a color perceiving system similar to that of
human subjects.

2.2 A brief account of simple MDS

Before proceeding further, a brief account of simple MDS is in order. In simple MDS, we
are given a matrix of observed (dis)similarities data on a set of n stimuli. The data may
be put in the form of an n by n matrix O whose ijth entry (the element in the ith row and
the jth column), oij , designates the (dis)similarity between stimuli i and j. By applying
MDS to the data, we obtain an n by A matrix X of stimulus coordinates, where A is the
dimensionality of the space in which the stimuli are represented as points. The iath element
of X, xia, indicates the coordinate of stimulus i on dimension a. The matrix of stimulus
coordinates, X, is further converted into a graphic representation (like the ones we saw in
the previous subsection) by introducing a Cartesian coordinate system. Since the Euclidean
distance is invariant over the shift of origin and the rotation of axes, we may remove the
coordinate axes, once stimulus points are located.)
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Inter-point distances are calculated from X. In the simple Euclidean model, the distance
between stimuli i and j is defined by

dij = {
A∑

a=1

(xia − xja)2}1/2. (1)

MDS determines the locations of the stimulus points in such a way that the set of dij cal-
culated from their coordinates best agree with the set of observed (dis)similarities between
the stimuli.

When the observed dissimilarity data are measured on a ratio scale, there exists a
method to obtain closed form solutions (Torgerson, 1952). This method first transforms
the data into scalar (inner) products (Young and Householder, 1938), which are then sub-
jected to the spectral (eigenvalue and vector) decomposition. However, dissimilarity data
collected in psychology are rarely measured on a ratio scale, but only on an ordinal scale.
This means that the observed dissimilarity data and inter-point distances are only monoton-
ically related (or in the case of similarity data, inversely monotonically related) with each
other. Nonmetric MDS, initiated by Shepard (1962) and Kruskal (1964a, b), monotonically
transforms the observed (dis)similarity data (to make them more in line with the underlying
distances), and at the same time it finds the best spatial representation of the stimuli. Let
g denote the monotonic transformation of the data. (The transformed data are often called
“disparities.”) Then, nonmetric MDS finds both g and a set of stimulus coordinates xij in
such a way that

φ(g,X) =
∑

i,j>i

(g(oij)− dij)2 (2)

is minimized under a suitable normalization restriction on distances. All the examples
given so far were analyzed by nonmetric MDS, except the one involving airplane distances,
in which actual distances were used. When nonmetric MDS was applied to ranked airplane
distances, we obtained a configuration virtually indistinguishable from the one derived from
the actual distances. (The correlation between the two configurations was .999 with the
largest displacement of a city of about 70 miles.) This indicates that the the ordinal infor-
mation is often sufficient to derive stable stimulus configurations.

Figure 8 presents the plot of observed confusion probabilities in Morse Code signal
confusion data (Example 1) against fitted distances. (This is called Shepard diagram.) The
connected line segments in the figure shows the best (inverse) monotonic transformation
of the data obtained by a nonmetric MDS procedure. The transformation looks like a
negative exponential function of distances. Of course, we had no a priori knowledge of
the form of this function before MDS was applied. Nonmetric MDS can be carried out
without knowledge of the exact form of the function relating observed (dis)similarity data
to underlying distances. The transformation was derived solely on the basis of the (inverse)
monotonicity relationship assumed between the data and the distances.
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*** Insert Figure 8 about here ***

A number of computer programs exist for simple MDS. KYST (Kruskal, Young, and
Seery, 1978) is still a good and reliable program for nonmetric MDS. Other available pro-
grams are described in Schiffman, Reynolds, and Young (1981). See also other textbooks
on MDS listed at the end of this article. PROXSCAL (Busing, Commandeur, and Heiser,
1997) employs a majorization algorithm for MDS (de Leeuw, 1977, 1988; de Leeuw and
Hesier, 1977; Heiser, 1991). PROXSCAL is being incorporated in SPSS.

2.3 Maximum likelihood MDS

. The next and final example in this section uses maximum likelihood (ML) MDS. This
type of MDS allows certain kinds of hypothesis testing as well as assessment of reliabil-
ity of derived stimulus configurations under some distributional assumptions on observed
(dis)similarity data. We briefly discuss ML MDS in preparation for the next example. The
exposition is rather terse. For more detailed accounts of ML MDS, see Ramsay (1977, 1978,
1982) and Takane (1978, 1981, 1994; Takane and Carroll, 1981; Takane and Sergent, 1983;
Takane and Shibayama, 1986, 1992).

There are three essential ingredients in ML MDS; the representation model, the error
model, and the response model. The representation model is the model that represents
proximity relations between stimuli. In MDS, this is typically a distance model like (1).
Distances are then assumed to be error-perturbed. The error model describes the nature of
this error-perturbation process. The error-perturbed distances are further transformed into
specific forms of (dis)similarity judgments. The response model prescribes the mechanism
of this transformation process. Because a variety of data collection methods exist that elicit
a variety of proximity judgments, the response model must be specified for each specific
type of data collection method.

Suppose, for simplicity, that we use (1) as the representation model, and that the dis-
tance is error-perturbed by

δijr = dijeijr, (3)

where ln eijr ∼ N(0, σ2), and r is the index of replication. Suppose further that proximity
judgments are obtained on rating scales with a relatively small number of observation
categories. We may assume that the dissimilarity between stimuli i and j is rated in
category m whenever δijr falls between the lower and the upper thresholds of this category,
denoted by bm and bm+1, respectively. Then

pijm ≡ Pr(bm < δijr < bm+1). (4)

Under the distributional assumption made on δijr, this probability can be explicitly evalu-
ated as a function of model parameters ({xia} in the representation model, σ2 in the error
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model, and {bm} in the response model). Let fijm denote the observed frequency with
which the dissimilarity between stimuli i and j is rated in category m. Then, the likelihood
of the entire set of observed frequencies can be stated as

L ∝
∏

i,j<i,m

p
fijm

ijm . (5)

Parameters in the model are estimated so as to maximize the likelihood. For response
models for other types of proximity judgments, see the papers cited above. We also see
another example of response models in the final section of this paper.

The likelihood ratio (LR) statistic can be used to test the significance of the difference
between two nested models, one hypothesized under the null hypothesis (H0) and the other
under the alternative hypothesis (H1). The LR statistic, λ, is defined as

λ =
L∗0
L∗1

, (6)

where L∗0 and L∗1 are the maximum likelihoods obtained under H0 and H1, respectively.
Under some regularity conditions, −2 ln λ asymptotically follows the chi-square distribu-
tion with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the number of parameters between
the two models, when the null hypothesis is true. Caution should be exercised, however,
when the LR test is used for dimensionality selection. One of the regularity conditions is
violated in the comparison between the A dimensional true model and the A + 1 dimen-
sional model (Takane, van der Heijden, and Browne, 2003), and no direct comparison can
be made between them. Solutions of specific dimensionality should always be compared
against the saturated model. In the categorical rating data described above, the saturated
model takes fijm/

∑
m fijm as the maximum likelihood estimate of pijm in (4). The whole

testing procedure proceeds as follows: First, the one-dimensional model is compared against
the saturated model, and if the difference is significant, the dimensionality is at least two.
Then the two-dimensional model is compared against the saturated model, and so on until
a solution with no significant difference from the saturated model is found. The first di-
mensionality with no significant difference from the saturated model is considered the best
dimensionality.

Alternatively, AIC may be used to compare goodness of fit (GOF) of various models.
The AIC is defined by

AICπ = −2 lnL∗π + nπ, (7)

where L∗π is the maximum likelihood of model π, and nπ is the effective number of parameters
(Takane, 1994). The model associated with the smallest value of AIC is considered the best
fitting model (the minimum AIC criterion). AIC may be used to compare any number
of models simultaneously. To use AIC for dimensionality selection, the saturated model
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should always be included as one of the models in the comparison. In the example we
discuss shortly, we mostly use AIC for model selection.

One potential problem with the LR tests or AIC is that it is based on the large sample
behavior of the ML estimators. At the moment there is no practical guideline as to what
sample size is big enough to rely on the asymptotic properties of the ML estimators. Some
small sample behavior of the LR statistic has been investigated by Ramsay (1980).

The Moore-Penrose inverse of the information matrix evaluated at the maximum likeli-
hood estimates of model parameters provides asymptotic variance-covariance estimates of
the estimated parameters (Ramsay, 1978). The information matrix, I(θ), is defined as

I(θ) = E

[(
∂ lnL

∂θ

) (
∂ ln L

∂θ

)′]
, (8)

where θ is the parameter vector. Under the asymptotic normality of the maximum like-
lihood estimates, confidence regions may be drawn that indicate how reliably the point
locations are estimated. We will see examples of confidence regions in the final section of
this paper.

Example 5: Similarity of rectangles. Takane (1981) investigated the psychological
dimensions of similarity between rectangles using ML MDS. The rectangles were constructed
by factorial combinations of several levels each of the physical area and shape dimensions
(Krantz and Tversky, 1975). A single subject made dissimilarity judgments on all pairs of
rectangles on seven-point rating scales. This was replicated six times, and frequencies of
category responses were cumulated and used as input to the ML MDS procedure.

Table 2 gives a summary of GOF statistics for fitted models. The unconstrained two- and
three-dimensional solutions fit about equally well according to the minimum AIC criterion,
both of which in turn fit substantially better than the saturated model. For ease of presen-
tation, we display the two-dimensional configuration in Figure 9. (The three-dimensional
solution is obtained by slightly bending the two-dimensional configuration along the third
dimension.) In this figure, the horizontal direction roughly corresponds with the area dimen-
sion, while the vertical direction with the shape dimension. However, some qualifications
are needed.

*** Insert Table 2 and Figure 9 about here ***

In the figure, rectangles having the same area are connected by line segments. If the
horizontal direction indeed corresponds with the area dimension, the connected line seg-
ments should all be perpendicular to the horizontal direction. Essentially the same should
hold for the vertical direction. We may formally test the validity of the area and shape
hypothesis by comparing the GOF of this hypothesis against that of the unconstrained
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solution. Figure 10 presents the stimulus configuration derived under the area and shape
hypothesis. In this figure, rectangles of the same area take equal coordinate values on the
horizontal axis, and those with the same shape take equal coordinate values on the vertical
axis. Table 2 indicates, however, that the GOF of this configuration is much worse than
the unconstrained two-dimensional solution.

*** Insert Figure 10 about here ***

Since the area of rectangles is defined as height times width, and the shape is defined
as height divided by width, the same set of rectangles can also be characterized by the
combination of the (log) height and width dimensions. Again we may formally test how
good this characterization is as subjective dimensions of rectangles. Figure 11 displays the
stimulus configuration derived under the height and width hypothesis. Table 2 indicates
that this hypothesis fits to the data much better than the area and shape hypothesis. It
captures one important aspect of the unconstrained solution; the shape difference is not so
important when the rectangles are small, but it becomes more important as the rectangles
get larger. However, the GOF of the height and width hypothesis is still substantially worse
than that of the unconstrained two-dimensional solution.

*** Insert Figure 11 about here ***

Schönemann (1977) formalized the hypothesis that the perceived shape difference in-
creases as the area of the rectangles increases. This hypothesis is depicted in Figure 12.
This hypothesis was fitted and the GOF of this hypothesis is reported in Table 2. It can be
observed that this hypothesis still does not account for the data as well as the unconstrained
two-dimensional solution. In Schönemann’s hypothesis, area levels were still assumed to be
independent of the shape dimension, whereas in the unconstrained two-dimensional config-
uration, the area dimension is curved along the shape dimension. Curves connecting the
rectangles with the same area levels look like arcs drawn from a common focal point, where
both the area and the shape of rectangles vanish. Rectangles with the same area levels are
equally distant from this focal point. An hypothesis implementing this idea is depicted in
Figure 13. Unfortunately, no ML MDS is yet capable of fitting this hypothesis.

*** Insert Figures 12 and 13 about here ***

3 Individual Differences MDS

In this section we discuss individual differences (ID) MDS. We primarily focus on a partic-
ular kind of ID MDS, called INDSCAL (Carroll and Chang, 1970a), to capture a specific
kind of individual differences in (dis)similarity judgments, namely differential weighting of
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dimensions by different subjects. Again we discuss some examples first, followed by a brief
account of the model used to represent the individual differences.

3.1 Examples of individual differences MDS

Example 6: Helm’s color data. We have so far been focussing on MDS which derives
a single stimulus configuration from a single matrix of observed proximity data. Suppose
we have N (≥ 1) such matrices, each obtained from a different subject. If no systematic
individual differences exist, we may analyze them simultaneously and derive a single com-
mon stimulus configuration. Alternatively, when some systematic individual differences are
suspected, we may apply MDS separately to each single matrix. In this case we obtain N

separate stimulus configurations. The question is whether there is a better way to represent
differences among matrices of (dis)similarities than applying MDS separately to these data.
The answer is “yes”, and the technique is called individual differences MDS (Carroll and
Chang, 1970a).

Figure 14 helps understand the kind of analysis that can be carried out by the individual
differences (ID) MDS. Dissimilarity judgments among 10 colors of varying hue were obtained
from 12 subjects (Helm, 1964). Two of the 12 subjects replicated the same experiment twice.
The whole data set is given in Borg and Groenen (1997, p. 360). The stimulus configuration
displayed in Figure 14 was obtained by applying ID MDS to these data. In this figure, stimuli
are labelled as: RP (red-purple), RO (red-orange), Y (yellow), GY1 (green-yellow 1), GY2
(green-yellow 2), Gr (green), Blu (blue), PB (purple-blue), P2 (purple 2), and P1 (purple
1). We can see the familiar color wheel with: 1. Vertical axis roughly contrasting red and
green (R-G dimension), and 2. Horizontal axis roughly contrasting yellow and blue (Y-B
dimension). Figure 15 represents the weights attached to these two dimensions by different
subjects. Subjects N6, for example, put about equal emphasis on both dimensions, while
subjects D3 put excessively heavy emphasis on the horizontal axis. This means that N6’s
judgments of dissimilarities reflect the two dimensions about equally, while D3’s judgments
were almost exclusively based on the Y-B dimension. In fact, subjects labelled by D are
color deficient subjects in the G-R dimension, who are lacking the sensitivity along the
G-R dimension. (There was one normal and one color deficient subject who replicated the
experiment twice. They are distinguished by symbols a and b in Figure 15.) ID MDS thus
attempts to capture individual differences in (dis)similarity judgments by the differential
weights attached to different dimensions by different individuals.

*** Insert Figures 14 and 15 about here ***

The stimulus and weight configurations presented above were derived by a nonmetric
ID MDS procedure developed by the author, but they are virtually indistinguishable from
those obtained by INDSCAL (Carroll and Chang, 1970b), which assumed a ratio level of
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measurement. (Stimuli P1 and P2 are somehow interchanged; we followed Borg and Groe-
nen’s labelling of the stimuli.)

Example 7: Digits. Not all types of individual differences in (dis)similarity judgments
can be represented by differential weighting of dimensions. This example shows an instance
of more complicated types of individual differences. The stimuli are 10 digits often used
to display time in digital clocks. They were constructed by picking appropriate subsets of
seven line segments arranged in the shape of 8 (Figure 16). For example, digit 1 is composed
of segments 3 and 6, digit 2 is composed of segments 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7, and so on. In each
trial a pair of digits were presented, and subjects were instructed to respond as quickly
as possible whether the two presented stimuli were the “same” or “different”. In half the
trials the same digits were presented, and in the other half, different digits were presented.
Reaction times that took the subjects to discriminate two different digits were used as input
to ML MDS, especially designed to analyze reaction time data (Takane and Sergent, 1983).

*** Insert Figure 16 about here ***

There were two subjects, and the two subjects’ data were separately analyzed by simple
MDS. Figures 17 and 18 present the results of MDS obtained from the two subjects (Takane,
1994). The two configurations seem completely unrelated. For subject 1 (Figure 17), the
stimuli are organized according to the patterns of presence and absence of line segments.
The horizontal axis divides (roughly at the vertical dotted line) the digits having two top
(or three) horizontal line segments (on the left) from those lacking them (on the right). The
vertical axis divides (roughly at the horizontal dotted line) the digits having three vertical
line segments 2, 3 and 6 (toward the bottom) from those lacking at least one of them. For
subject 2 (Figure 18), on the other hand, the configuration (the unconstrained solution)
roughly circles around, starting from 0 and ending with 9. To verify that the configuration
is really circular, another solution was obtained under the constraint that all the points lie
on a circumference of a circle. The constrained solution was found to fit better according
to the minimum AIC criterion. This subject thus seems to perceive the stimuli as numbers
(rather than collections of line segments arranged in a specific way), since he took much
longer time to discriminate two digits which are closer in numerical value.

*** Insert Figures 17 and 18 about here ***

The way the same set of stimuli were perceived was entirely different for the two sub-
jects. Clearly, this type of individual differences cannot be captured by the kind of ID
MDS described above. Separate analyses by simple MDS are in order, as has been done
here. Alternatively, an MDS that allows more general kinds of individual differences may
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be called for (e.g., Meulman and Verboon, 1983).

Example 8: MDS of line drawings of faces. For multiple sets of (dis)similarity data to
be adequately described by the kind of ID MDS described earlier, they must exhibit certain
patterns when analyzed separately by simple MDS. This example shows such patterns. The
stimuli are eight faces (Figure 19) constructed by factorially combining two levels each of
three features: Hair (long or short), Jaw (smooth or rugged), and Eye (bright or dark). As
in Example 7, reaction times were used as input data to ML MDS. Again there were two
subjects.

*** Insert Figure 19 about here ***

Figures 20 and 21 display derived stimulus configurations for the two subjects. Four
dimensions were extracted and interpreted as follows: Dimension 1. Hair, Dimension 2. Jaw,
Dimension 3. Eye, and Dimension 4. Sex consistency. The first three dimensions correspond
with the three defining features of the stimuli. The fourth dimension is the additional
dimension used by the subjects in performing the task. On this dimension (the coordinates
of the stimuli on the fourth dimension are given in the right margin of the two figures), the
stimuli most consistent with the most typical sex profiles (short hair, rugged jaw and dark
eyes for males, and long hair smooth jaw and light eyes for females) are located at the top,
while the remaining stimuli are located downward from the top according to their degrees
of inconsistency with these typical sex profiles. The most striking observation is that the
two configurations are remarkably similar, in fact almost identical. The two subjects use
the same set of dimensions, only their saliency differs across the two subjects. ID MDS
discussed earlier is most appropriate to describe this kind of individual differences.

*** Insert Figures 20 and 21 about here ***

Example 9: Facial expression data. We give a couple of more examples of ID MDS. A
set of stimuli employed in the first example are shown in Figure 22. They were constructed
by factorially combining two of the most important determinants of facial expressions,
namely the curvature of eyes and the curvature of lips (Inukai, 1981). Dissimilarity judge-
ments were obtained on these faces from twenty subjects (10 males and 10 females) using
rating scales. Figure 23 shows the two-dimensional common stimulus configuration ob-
tained by INDSCAL (Carroll and Chang, 1970a), assuming that the observed dissimilarity
data are measured on a ratio scale. This configuration indicates that subjects’ dissimilarity
judgments are organized around the two physical attributes (the lips and the eyes dimen-
sions) used to construct the stimuli. Note, however, that the two attributes are not strictly
orthogonal in the psychological space. Concave (downward) eyes and convex lips seem to
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go together, and so do convex eyes and concave lips (lower right corner). The vertical di-
rection roughly corresponds with the eyes dimension and the horizontal direction with the
lips dimension.

*** Insert Figures 22 and 23 about here ***

In addition to the dissimilarity data, the experimenter also collected rating data on
the same set of stimuli regarding the extent to which they expressed certain emotional
dispositions. Directions (designated by arrows in Figure 23) indicate the directions with
which certain emotional dispositions are most highly correlated. For example, “smile” is
in quadrant 2, and this is the direction in which this emotional disposition is most clearly
represented. Similarly, we may characterize other emotional dispositions as: 1. happiness -
moderately concave eyes and moderately convex lips, 2. alertness - high concave eyes and
straight lips, 3. anger - straight eyes and high concave lips, 4. weeping - moderately convex
eyes and moderately convex lips, 5. sleeping - deep convex eyes and straight lips. Numbers
in parentheses indicate multiple correlation coefficients.

Interestingly, there seem to be fairly clear sex differences in the evaluation of the two
dimensions. Figure 24 shows individual differences weights. Squares represent weights for
male subjects and circular dots those for female subjects. Generally speaking, the female
subjects tend to put more emphasis on the lips dimension, while the male subjects on the
eyes dimension.

*** Insert Figure 24 about here ***

Example 10: Body-parts data. The final example in this section involves a develop-
mental change in conceptual relations among words (Takane, Young, and de Leeuw, 1977).
Dissimilarity judgments between various body-parts were obtained from a group of adult
subjects and a group of 6-year-old children, using the conditional rank-order method. (In
this data collection method, one of the stimuli is chosen as the standard stimulus in turn,
and the remaining stimuli are rank-ordered in terms of their similarity with the standard.)
Figure 25 presents the derived stimulus configuration. The solution is three-dimensional,
where the three dimensions are interpreted as: Dimension 1. Contrasts between face terms
and limbs terms (both lower and upper limbs) with “body” in between. Dimension 2. Con-
trasts between upper and lower limbs with “body” and all face terms in the middle. Dimen-
sion 3. Represents the whole-part hierarchy (The term “body” is right in front, and more
peripheral parts of the body are located toward the back of the configuration.)

*** Insert Figure 25 about here ***

Interestingly, there is a fairly systematic developmental difference in the weighting of
these dimensions. Figure 26 depicts individual differences weights. White cubes represent
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6-year-old children’s weights, while black cubes represent those for adults. As can be seen,
6-year-old children tend to put more emphasis on dimension 2 than dimension 1 or 3,
while adults are more heterogeneous. They split into two groups, one group placing more
emphasis on dimension 1 and the other on dimension 3, but no adults put most emphasis
on dimension 2. The distinction between upper and lower limbs is very important for young
children. As they grow older, they come to realize certain parallelism between upper and
lower limbs.

*** Insert Figure 26 about here ***

3.2 A brief account of ID MDS

In ID MDS, we are given N matrices of proximity data between n stimuli, denoted by n by
n matrices, Ok (k = 1, · · · , N), the ijth element, oijk, of which indicates the (dis)similarity
between stimuli i and j obtained from subject k. In ID MDS used in the above examples,
we represent oijk by the weighted Euclidean distance model,

dijk = {
A∑

a=1

wka(xia − xja)2}1/2, (9)

where xia is, as before, the coordinate of stimulus i on dimension a, and wka is the weight
attached to dimension a by subject k. To eliminate scale indeterminacies between the
stimulus coordinates and individual differences weights, xia’s are usually scaled so that
∑n

i=1 x2
ia = n. By applying ID MDS to the set of Ok’s, we obtain the n by A matrix

of stimulus coordinates, X, and the N by A matrix of individual differences weights, W ,
whose kath element is wka. These quantities are then plotted in graphical forms.

One important feature of the weighted Euclidean model is that the orientation of coor-
dinate axes is uniquely determined. This means that we interpret the axes derived by the
ID MDS, rather than look for some meaningful directions in the space to interpret as in
the simple Euclidean distance model (1). This removes the burden of rotating the stimulus
configurations in the right orientation as typically required in simple MDS.

Various algorithms have been developed for fitting ID MDS, of which INDSCAL (Carroll
and Chang, 1970a) is still the most frequently used algorithm for ID MDS. In this method,
observed dissimilarity data were first transformed into inner products (Schönemann, 1972;
Young and Householder, 1938), which are then approximated by a weighted inner prod-
uct model using a special iterative minimization algorithm. (The weighted inner prod-
uct model is derived from the weighted Euclidean distance model with the same transfor-
mation by which the observed dissimilarity data were transformed into inner products.)
INDSCAL, however, requires the ratio level of measurement for the observed dissimilarity
data. ALSCAL (Takane, Young, and de Leeuw, 1977), on the other hand, allows mono-
tonic transformations of observed (dis)similarity data. However, it fits squared distances
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to monotonically transformed (dis)similarity data. Consequently, it puts more emphasis on
large dissimilarities. PROXSCAL (Busing, et al., 1997) is the first workable algorithm that
directly fits the weighted Euclidean model to (monotonically transformed) (dis)similarity
data.

The weighted distance model poses some difficulty for ML MDS. The number of pa-
rameters (individual differences weights) in the weighted distance model increases as more
subjects are added to increase the number of observations (unless replicated observations
are made within subjects). These are called incidental parameters. Asymptotic properties
of the maximum likelihood estimators do not hold in this case. Clarkson and Gonzales
(2001) resolved this problem by incorporating the subject weights as random effects, which
were then integrated out to define the marginal likelihood. The marginal likelihood is max-
imized to estimate other (structural) parameters. Takane (1996, 1997) proposed a similar
approach in unfolding analysis of multiple-choice questionnaire data.

4 Unfolding analysis

In this section we discuss MDS of preference data. Individual differences are prevalent in
preference judgments. Unfolding analysis provides a way of representing individual dif-
ferences in preference judgments. In unfolding analysis, preference data are regarded as
representing proximity relations between subjects’ ideal stimuli and actual stimuli.

4.1 Some examples of unfolding analysis

Example 11: Family composition preference. MDS is not restricted to the usual kind
of (dis)similarity data. This example pertains to preference data on family compositions,
namely how many boys and girls the subjects would like to have in their family. Stimuli
are various family compositions constructed by factorially combining several levels of the
number of boys (0 to 3) and the number of girls (0 to 3). Preference rankings were obtained
on the 16 family compositions from 82 Belgian students (Delbeke, 1978). The data are
presented in Figure 27. The 16 stimuli are numbered so that the index for the number of
boys changes more rapidly. Specifically, 1. (0, 0), 2. (1, 0), 3. (2, 0), 4. (3, 0), 5. (0, 1), 6. (1,
1), 7. (2, 1), 8. (3, 1), 9. (0, 2), 10. (1, 2), 11. (2, 2), 12. (3, 2), 13. (0, 3), 14. (1, 3), 15. (2,
3), and 16. (3, 3), where the first number in the parentheses indicates the number of boys,
and the second number indicates the number of girls. In the figure, the smaller numbers
indicate more preferred combinations. For example, for the first subject, stimulus 6 (the
(1, 1) combination) is the most preferred combination, stimulus 7 (the (2, 1) combination)
is the second most preferred combination, and so on. One way to analyze these data is an
extension of MDS, called unfolding analysis, in which it is assumed that:
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1. Each subject has an ideal point in a multidimensional space corresponding to his or
her ideal stimulus.

2. The closer a stimulus point is to one’s ideal point, the more preferred that stimulus
is by that subject.

Unfolding analysis locates both subjects’ ideal points and stimulus points in a joint multi-
dimensional space in such a way that more preferred stimuli are located close to the ideal
points, while less preferred stimuli are located far from the ideal.

*** Insert Figure 27 about here ***

Figure 28 (Heiser 1981) shows the result of the unfolding analysis of these data. In
this figure, stimulus points are indicated by a pair of numbers (e.g., 1, 3), while subjects’
ideal points are indicated by x’s. There is a strong tendency to prefer large families among
the Belgian students. There is also some boy bias (tendency to prefer boys to girls). It is
also evident that the difference between two small families (e.g., (1, 0) and (1, 1)) is much
larger than the difference between two large families (e.g., (2, 2) and (2, 3)). Adding one
girl has more pronounced effects when there is no girl in the family, but it has relatively
small impact when there are already two girls in the family. The important point is that
these observations, rather obvious in Figure 28, can hardly be made by merely inspecting
the data table in Figure 27.

*** Insert Figure 28 about here ***

Example 12: A marketing research application. The next example shows impor-
tance of unfolding analysis in marketing research (DeSarbo and Rao, 1984). Stimuli are 12
brands of telecommunication devices (e.g., transceivers) characterized by seven descriptor
variables such as calling feature (receive only or both send and receive) and style (military
or cradle). Preference ratings were obtained from a group of 50 subjects characterized by 11
demographic variables such as age and sex. In the previous example, the stimulus and ideal
point configuration was derived based on the observed preference data alone. In contrast,
the background information about the stimuli and the subjects was explicitly incorporated
in the present analysis, and was utilized in developing useful marketing strategies.

Figure 29 displays the derived stimulus and ideal point configuration. Stimuli are la-
belled by alphabet (A - I). Ideal points are indicated by circular dots. (White ones indicate
anti-ideal points, meaning that stimuli further away from the points are more preferred
by these subjects). It can be immediately observed that products A, B, and H are rather
unpopular (few ideal points are located close to them), while the others (e.g., I, J, K, and
L) are better accepted.
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*** Insert Figure 29 about here ***

The background information is incorporated by constraining the coordinates of stimulus
and ideal points as linear combinations of the background variables. An advantage of this is
that the dimensional interpretation becomes easier. Products with high price, walkie-talkie
style, and send and receive capability tend to be located toward the top of the configuration.
Products with send and receive capability, high range, repertory dialing feature, speaker-
phone option and stand up set-up tend to be located toward the right. Similarly, subjects
who own single dwelling houses with many phone, and are married males having no children
living at home, tend to be located toward the top, while older subjects who are educated,
own multi-dwelling houses, but are lower in occupational status tend to be located toward
the right. Thus, we immediately know what sort of products and subjects are located in
which parts of the configuration, and what sort of people prefer, or do not prefer, what
sort of products. This provides valuable information regarding which products should be
selectively promoted to what sort of people.

Other valuable information can also be obtained by “manipulating” the configuration.
Suppose we are interested to know how well new products will sell, if they are put on the
market. The prospective products are defined by a set of values that take on the descriptor
variables. By applying the weights used to derive the coordinates of the existing products,
we can map the new products into the same space in which the existing products as well
as subject points are already represented. The location of five new potential products
(numbered from 1 to 5) are superposed in the figure. (Product 1 is slightly out of the frame
of Figure 29.) It can be seen that products 1, 2 and 4 will not be popular. Products 3 and 5
will be better accepted, although whether they would sell well is rather questionable, since
similar products are already on the market.

Essentially the same idea may be utilized for repositioning existing products. For exam-
ple, product A is currently not very popular. We would like to make it more attractive to
more people by changing some of its features. In the current example, product A is modified
in three different ways. Symbols a, b, and c in the figure indicate the predicted relocation
of product A after these changes: a. Provide send and receive capability for an additional
cost of $40; b. Increase the range by additional 200 feet for an additional cost of $20; c. Add
repertory dialing and redesign military style at no additional cost. Modifications involved
in b and c are almost totally useless to make product A more competitive. a is the best
strategy, but it still falls short of attracting many buyers.

A point can be located in the space which will attract the largest number of people.
This point is such that the average (squared Euclidean) distance to all subject points is
minimal. Thus, it might be called ideal product. This point is indicated by symbol “&”
in the figure. This point, although having the minimal average squared distance to all the
subjects points, may not be realizable by manipulating the defining features of the product.
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The realizable ideal product is indicated by symbol ”$” in the figure. This product has send
and receive capability, no repertory dialing, range =1000 ft., speaker-phone option, price =
239.95, lie-down set-up and cradle style. Products I and J come fairly close to this profile,
although I is probably better selling than J because the latter has a lot of competitors.

As it turned out, the ideal product is not radically better than some of the existing
products. We might give up the idea of developing a product having the best overall
popularity, but a product having a strong appeal to a certain group of people, and which
does not suffer from strong competitions from other products. For example, a product
located in the upper left portion of the configuration will attract people in that region,
and will not have major competitors. Thus, it may prove to be a better product to sell.
Furthermore, we know what sort of people will like this product. A sales strategy for
promoting this product may take this into account.

4.2 A brief account of unfolding analysis

In unfolding analysis, we are given an N by n data matrix obtained from N subjects making
preference judgments on n stimuli. By subjecting the data matrix to unfolding analysis,
we obtain two coordinate matrices, one for subjects’ ideal points (an N by A matrix, Y ),
and the other for stimulus points (an n by A matrix, X). Let yka denote the coordinate of
subject k’s ideal point on dimension a (the kath element of Y ), and xia the coordinate of
stimulus i on dimension a (the iath element of X). The Euclidean distance between ideal
point k and stimulus point i is calculated by

dki = {
A∑

a=1

(yka − xia)2}1/2. (10)

The coordinates of ideal and stimulus points are determined in such a way that observed
preference relations between subjects and stimuli are as inversely (monotonically) related to
the distances as possible. The distance model used in unfolding analysis is often called ideal
point model. In most cases, the coordinates are derived based on observed preference data
alone as in Example 11. In some cases, however, additional information about the stimuli
and the subjects are available, which may be incorporated in the analysis, as in Example
12. This is often done by constraining the coordinates as linear functions of the background
variables.

Unfolding analysis is thus a special kind of MDS. It appeared as if a fitting procedure
for unfolding analysis could easily be developed by simple modifications of standard MDS
procedures. This expectation, however, turned out to be too optimistic (DeSarbo and Rao,
1984; Kruskal, et al., 1978; Takane, et al., 1977). The problem is that in many cases, so-
called degenerate solutions are obtained. The degenerate solutions are those that fit to the
data very well, but are substantively meaningless. Most often, ideal points and stimulus
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points are completely separated in the configuration, with distances between them being
equal or nearly equal.

Kruskal’s (1964a, b) original fitting criterion, called stress 1, normalized the (squared)
raw stress (like (2)) by the sum of squared distances. This normalization convention does
not discourage equal distances. Kruskal and Carroll (1969) proposed to normalize the
(squared) raw stress by the sum of squared deviations of distances from the mean to induce
more variability among distances. This, however, introduced variability of distances across
subjects, while keeping the within-subject distances relatively homogeneous. It was then
proposed to assess the fits within subjects, normalized by the within-subject sum of squared
deviations, which are then averaged across subjects. This, however, led to another kind of
degenerate solution; both ideal points and stimulus points are split into two, and so are
the within-subject distances. Other attempts have also been made to prevent degenerate
solutions by introducing other kinds of constraints like smoothness in the data transforma-
tions (Heiser, 1981, 1989; Kim, Rangaswamy, and DeSarbo (1999). More recently, Busing,
Groenen, and Heiser (2005) proposed to penalize the stress function by an inverse of the
variation (the ratio of variance to the squared mean) defined on disparities. This strategy,
implemented in PREFSCAL, seems to be working. A potential danger (of the penalty
method in general) is, of course, that we never know the right amount of nondegeneracy in
the solution. For example, by imposing a penalty, we may be getting “too” nondegenerate
a solution for a given data set. Some kind of objective criterion such as cross validation is
required to choose appropriate values of penalty parameters.

Another interesting idea has been presented recently by Van Deun, Groenen, Heiser,
Busing, and Delbeke (2005), who advocate not to try to avoid degenerate solutions, which
may occur with good reasons. The ideal point (distance) model to account for individual
differences in preference may be adequate only for a subset of subjects. By inspecting some
of the degenerate solutions, they have identified that there are at least two other groups
of subjects for whom the distance model is not necessarily adequate. For one of these
groups, the vector preference model is more appropriate, and for the other group a signed
compensatory distance model was more appropriate. In the former, subjects are represented
as vectors, and their preferences are predicted by the projections of stimulus points to the
vectors. This model is considered as a special case of the ideal point model, where the
ideal points are located infinitely far away from the origin (Carroll, 1972). In the signed
compensatory distance model, on the other hand, stimulus points are first projected onto
the subject vectors, and distances are measured between ideal points and the projected
stimulus points. These distances are then assumed to be inversely related to observed
preference data. Van Deun et al. proposed to represent the entire data set by a mixture of
the three models.

Another possibility is to use the idea of external unfolding (Carroll, 1972). In external
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unfolding, a stimulus configuration is derived first, and then subjects’ ideal points are
mapped into the stimulus configuration in such a way that distances between the stimulus
points and ideal points best agree with observed preference relations. (This is contrasted
with the “internal” unfolding, in which both stimulus and ideal point configurations are
derived simultaneously.) A technique developed by Gower (1968) and Carroll (1972) may
be used to map the ideal points into the stimulus configuration. A similar approach has been
proposed by Meulman (1992), although in her case, the model is PCA (principal component
analysis), and the subject points are estimated first rather than the other way round.

This last suggestion entails asymmetric treatment of subjects and stimuli. This may be
more natural in unfolding analysis because subjects are typically treated as replications in
multivariate analysis. For example, Takane (1996, 1997) proposed models for multidimen-
sional analysis of multiple-choice questionnaire data that combine an item response theory
(IRT) model and the ideal point model. It is assumed that both item categories and subjects
are represented as points in a multidimensional space, and that the probability of a subject
choosing a particular response category is stated as a decreasing function of the distance
between them. Subject points are treated as random effects, which are then integrated out
for the estimation of the item category points. The subject points may subsequently be
mapped into the item category configuration, once the latter is determined. This is akin
to external unfolding. A similar idea may be exploited in unfolding analysis in general.
The idea is also similar to that of Clarkson and Gonzales (2001) for dealing with individual
differences weights in the weighted distance model.

4.3 Ideal Point Discriminant Analysis

Ideal Point Discriminant Analysis (IPDA), proposed by Takane (1987), is a method for
ML unfolding analysis of two-way contingency tables. Entries in contingency tables are
frequencies of joint occurrences of row and column categories, and thus indicate degrees
of similarities between them. In IPDA, both row and column categories of contingency
tables are represented as points in a multidimensional space. The probabilities of column
categories given a specific row category are decreasing functions of the distances between the
corresponding row and column points. The row and column points are located in such a way
that these probabilities best agree with the observed frequencies of co-occurrences of rows
and columns. By incorporating information regarding row categories, a variety of model
comparisons are possible, and the best fitting model identified through the minimum AIC
criterion. IPDA combines the spatial representation feature of dual scaling (Nishisato, 1980)
or correspondence analysis (Greenacre, 1984), and the detailed model evaluation feature of
log-linear models (e.g., Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland, 1975) for analysis of contingency
tables. (See Takane (1980) and Heiser (1981) for more details of the relationship between
unfolding analysis and correspondence analysis. See also Takane, Yanai, and Mayekawa
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(1991) for methods of correspondence analysis with linear constraints.)
Let F = (fki) denote an R by C contingency table, where fki denotes the observed

frequency of row k and column i. Let G denote an R by P matrix of “predictor” variables
on rows of the table. When no special structures are assumed on rows of the table, we may
set G = I. We let Y denote an R by A matrix of the coordinates of the row points, where
A indicates, as before, the dimensionality of the representation space. We assume that this
Y is obtained by linear combinations of G, that is, Y = GB, where B is a P by A matrix
of weights. Let X denote the C by A matrix of coordinates of column points. We assume
that X is obtained by a weighted average of Y , namely X = D−1

C F ′Y , where DC is a
diagonal matrix with column totals of F in its diagonals. (This constraint on X is useful
for avoiding degenerate solutions often encountered in unfolding analysis.)

Distances between row and column points can now be calculated by (10), where yka

and xia are the kath and the iath elements of Y and X, respectively. Let pi|k denote the
probability of column i given row k. We assume that this probability is given by

pi|k =
wi exp(−d2

ki)∑C
j=1 wj exp(−d2

kj)
, (11)

where wi(≥ 0;
∑C

i=1 wi = 1) indicates the bias for column i. The likelihood for the entire
set of observed frequencies in a contingency table is now stated as

L ∝
R∏

k=1

C∏

i=1

pfki

i|k . (12)

Parameters in the model (B and wj , j = 1, · · · , C) are estimated in such a way that (12)
is maximized. Once the maximum likelihood is obtained, AIC can be calculated by (7) for
various model comparisons. The information matrix, defined by (8), can be evaluated at
the maximum likelihood estimates of the model parameters. The Moore-Penrose inverse of
the information matrix provides variance-covariance estimates of the estimated parameters.

Example 13: Seriousness of traffic accidents. Table 3 (Agresti, 1996) presents ob-
served frequencies of traffic accidents, cross-classified by the seriousness (3 column cate-
gories; A. not injured or injured but not transported by emergency medical services, B. in-
jured and transported by emergency medical services but not hospitalized, and C. injured
and hospitalized, or injured and died), and 8 accident profiles defined by three binary vari-
ables: 1. gender of the driver (male or female), 2. location of accidents (urban or rural),
and 3. whether seat-belt was on (yes or no). We apply IPDA to find out how the accident
profile variables affect the seriousness of accidents.

*** Insert Table 3 about here ***
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Table 4 summarizes the GOF statistics (AIC) for fitted models. The independence
model refers to the model in which pi|k = f.i/f.., and the saturated model to the model
in which pi|k = fki/fk., where fk., f.i, and f.. are the row total, the column total, and
the grand total of F , respectively. These non-spatial models serve as bench-mark models
against spatial distance models. Table 4 indicates that neither the independence model nor
the saturated model fit to the data as well as the best spatial distance model.

*** Insert Table 4 about here ***

Assuming that a spatial representation is adequate, what is the most appropriate dimen-
sionality of the representation space, and is there any simple and meaningful relationship
among the row categories? The dimensionality comparison was carried out for both with
and without assuming a special relationship among the row categories. Table 4 indicates
that in both cases the two-dimensional representation provides a better fit. To see if there
is any simple relationship among the row categories, the model without any constraints on
rows (G = I) and the model with the main effects of the three profile variables as the
predictor variables for the row categories were compared. Table 4 indicates that the latter
fits to the data better. This means that the derived coordinates of the row categories can
be well approximated by linear functions of the main effects of the three profile variables.
The model without any constraints on rows, on the other hand, is equivalent to having all
seven possible predictor variables that can be formed from the three profile variables (three
main effects, three two-way interactions, and one three-way interaction effect). The result
thus indicates that there are no significant interaction effects among the profile variables
affecting the seriousness of accidents.

Given that no interaction effects are necessary, are all three main effects significant? To
see this, one of the three profile variables was removed at a time, and the reduced models
were fitted in turn. The results are reported at the bottom portions of Table 4. It is found
that none of these reduced models fit as well as the two-dimensional three-main-effect model.
This means that the three main effects are all significant. From the size of the increase in
the value of AIC, the location variable is the most significant, while the seat-belt variable
is a close second.

Figure 30 displays the configuration of the row and column points derived under the best
fitting model. Accidents tend to be more serious when they occur in rural areas and when
passengers wore no seat belts. Female drivers are slightly more prone to serious accidents
than male drivers. Ellipses surrounding the points show 99% confidence regions, indicating
how reliably the point locations are estimated. They are all small, indicating that the point
locations are very reliably estimated. This, of course, is due to the large sample size. (Note
that the confidence region for column category A is so small that we cannot see it in the
figure.)
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*** Insert Figure 30 about here ***

Figure 31 depicts a similar configuration obtained under no constraints on the row
categories. Confidence regions are still small, but are nonetheless uniformly larger than the
corresponding ones in the previous figure, indicating that point locations are less accurately
estimated. This shows the importance of having proper constraints to obtain more reliable
estimates of the point locations.

*** Insert Figure 31 about here ***

We have quickly run through the kind of analyses that can be performed with IPDA. It
was impossible to cover all important aspects of IPDA in this paper. We refer to Takane
(1987, 1989, 1998), Takane, Bozdogan, Shibayama (1987), van der Heijden, Mooijaart, and
Takane (1994) for more detailed accounts of IPDA. De Rooij and Heiser (2005) recently
proposed a similar method for analysis of two-way contingency tables.

5 Concluding Remarks

Almost a quarter of a century has passed since two definitive articles on MDS (de Leeuw
and Heiser, 1982; Wish and Carroll, 1982) appeared earlier in this series. Many significant
events took place since then, of which the most significant one was perhaps the so-called
computer revolution. The advent of personal computers with massive computational power
has had profound impact on the way we think about statistics and data analysis. MDS is
no exception. The number of stimuli that can be realistically handled by MDS has been
scaled up considerably. There has been a report of MDS with 3,648 stimuli (Buja et al.,
2001), which was totally unthinkable 30 years ago. People tended to downplay importance
of the local optimum problem. (See Arabie (1973) for some critique). However, with
today’s computer it is not at all unrealistic to obtain 1,000 MDS solutions starting from
1,000 random initials to investigate the seriousness of the local optimum problem. Some
attempts have also been made to ensure global optimum solutions algorithmically (Groenen
and Heiser, 1996; Groenen, Heiser, and Meulman, 1999). XGvis (Buja et al., 2001) allows
to investigate, interactively and visually, the nature of locally optimal solutions. Interaction
and visualization seem to be the key words for future software developments in MDS.

Nonlinear dimension reduction constitutes another area of computer intensive methods.
See Tenenbaum, de Silva, and Langford (2000), and Roweis and Saul (2000) for recent
developments in this area. Proximity-based multivariate analysis (e.g., kernel methods)
typically requires a large amount of computation because of its repetitive operations (in-
version, spectral decomposition, etc.) applied to N by N matrices (kernel matrices), where
N is the number of cases (subjects) in the data set.
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The methodology of MDS is in a maturing stage. Counting only those published after
1990, at least four books (Borg and Groenen, 1997; Cox and Cox, 2001; Everitt and Rabe-
Hesketh, 1997; Young and Hamer, 1994), and at least three review papers (Carroll and
Arabie, 1998; Nosofsky, 1992; Wood, 1990) have been published. From an application
perspective, Kruskal Wish (1978) is becoming a classic in MDS. With the development of
more flexible and more reliable algorithms for MDS and unfolding analysis, it is expected
that its applications will grow faster both in number and variety.
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Table 1: Flying Mileage between 10 US Cities (Kruskal and Wish, 1978)

Atl Chi Den Hou LA Mia NY SF Sea DC

Atlanta 0 587 1212 701 1936 604 748 2139 2182 543
Chicago 587 0 920 940 1745 1188 713 1858 1737 597
Denver 1212 920 0 879 831 1726 1631 949 1021 1494
Houston 701 940 879 0 1374 968 1420 1645 1891 1220
Los Angels 1936 1745 831 1374 0 2339 2451 347 959 2300
Miami 604 1188 1726 968 2339 0 1092 2594 2734 923
New York 748 713 1631 1420 2451 1092 0 2571 2408 205
San Franc. 2139 1858 949 1645 347 2594 2571 0 678 2442
Seattle 2182 1737 1021 1891 959 2734 2408 678 0 2329
Wash. D.C. 543 597 1494 1220 2300 923 205 2442 2329 0
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Table 2: Summary statistics for MDS analyses of the rectangle data

Model −2 lnL∗ AIC nπ

Saturated model 1127.9 2759.9 816
Unconstrained solutions
3-dimensional 1543.1 1645.1 51
2-dimensional 1571.7 1645.7 37

Constrained solutions
Area and shape hypothesis 2037.2 2065.2 14
Height and width hypothesis 1910.8 1946.8 18
Schönemann’s hypothesis 1707.2 1737.2 15
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Table 3: Illustrative data for IPDA. The original data were provided in courtesy of Dr.
Cristina Cook, Mental Care Development, Augusta, Maine, and were reported on page 225
of Agresti (1996).

Seriousness

Plotting
Symbol Gender Location Seat-Belt A B C Row Total

fun Female Urban No 7462 720 101 8283
fuy Yes 11713 577 56 12346
frn Rural No 3319 710 190 4219
fry Yes 6228 564 99 6891

mun Male Urban No 10517 566 110 11193
muy Yes 11052 259 38 11349
mrn Rural No 6264 710 233 7207
mry Yes 6767 353 86 7206

Column Total 63322 4459 913 68694
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Table 4: Goodness of fit statistics for various IPDA models
Model Dimensionality AIC # of para.

Saturated 666.4 (16)
Independence 2594.3 (2)
No constraints on rows 2 664.5 (15)

1 713.5 (9)
Three main effects 2 *656.9 (7)

1 715.1 (5)
Gender eliminated 2 1054.8 **(4)
Location eliminated 2 1531.7 (5)
Seat-belt eliminated 2 1495.1 (5)

*Minimum AIC solution, **Solution almost unidimensional
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. The map of 10 US cities derived from flying mileage.

Figure 2. Confusion data for 36 Morse Code signals (Rothkopf, 1957).

Figure 3. A stimulus configuration derived from Morse code signal confusion data.

Figure 4. An MDS configuration of Japanese Kana characters (phonetic symbols).

Figure 5. A stimulus configuration of Have words with four sorting clusters elicited by one
of the subjects.

Figure 6. A two-dimensional color space for the pigeon.

Figure 7. A two-dimensional color space for humans derived by Shepard (1964) from the
data collected by Ekman (1954).

Figure 8. Shepard’s diagram and the best monotonic transformation of the observed con-
fusion probabilities among Morse Code signals.

Figure 9. The unconstrained two-dimensional configuration of rectangles derived by ML
MDS.

Figure 10. The stimulus configuration of rectangles derived under the area and shape hy-
pothesis.

Figure 11. The stimulus configuration of rectangles derived under the height and width
hypothesis.

Figure 12. Schönemann’s hypothesis for similarity of rectangles .

Figure 13. A focal point hypothesis.

Figure 14. The two-dimensional common stimulus space derived from Helm’s color data.

Figure 15. The plot of individual differences weights attached to the two dimensions of the
color space.

Figure 16. The construction of segmented numerals (digits) used in Example 7.

Figure 17. The configuration of digits for Subject 1.

Figure 18. The configuration of digits for Subject 2.

Figure 19. Stimuli used in Example 8 (Takane and Sergent, 1983).

Figure 20. The four-dimensional configuration of faces for Subject 1.

Figure 21. The four-dimensional configuration of faces for Subject 2.

Figure 22. Stimuli used in Example 9 (Inukai, 1981).
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Figure 23. The two-dimensional common stimulus configuration derived from facial expres-
sion data.

Figure 24. The two-dimensional individual differences weight space for the facial expression
data.

Figure 25. The three-dimensional common stimulus configuration derived from Jacobowitz’
body-parts data (Takane, et. al, 1977) .

Figure 26. The three-dimensional individual differences weight space for Jacobowitz’ body-
parts data.

Figure 27. Family composition preference ranking data obtained from 82 Belgium univer-
sity students (Delbeke, 1978).

Figure 28. The joint representation of the stimulus and the ideal points obtained by un-
folding analysis of Delbeke’s data (Heiser, 1981).

Figure 29. The joint representation of products and subjects useful in marketing research.
(Adapted from DeSarbo and Rao, 1984).

Figure 30. The best two-dimensional solution with rows constrained by the three main
effects: Estimated row and column points and their 99% confidence regions.

Figure 31. The unconstrained two-dimensional solution: Estimated row and column points
and their 99% confidence regions.
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